Jindal Centre for the Global South
Call for Blog articles - GSSS Blog
About GSSS Blog
The main focus of GSSS Blog is to create a forum to share analytical
views on countries and peoples of the "Global South," including
those in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East.
Themes
While there are no rigid thematic constraints, the article should be
related to Global South Studies. GSSS Blog solicits blog articles on a
broad range of issues and topics affecting Southern countries and
peoples. It may address questions involving politics, history,
economics, culture, social organization, legal systems, agriculture,
the environment, global institutions and systems, justice, and more.
The expectation is that the submitted article will provide informed
perspective, critical thinking and new insight to the readers.
Blogs on recent topics will be appreciated, even though that’s not
the sole criteria. The writing should be innovative and highlight
one’s research.
Eligibility
Researchers, faculty, students who wishes to pen down his/her
thoughts on any emerging related global south issue can put on his
thinking cap and is free to send the write-up.
Rewards
The Authors of the published blogs will get a certificate of
publication. The Author(s) of the best blog will get a certificate of
merit as well.
Deadline
There is no deadline, we are accepting the blog posts submission on
rolling basis.

Jindal Centre for the Global South
Call for Blog articles - GSSS Blog
Article Proposal Submission guidelines
We want neat, punchy, well-researched and well-argued pieces that
contribute to a productive discussion. In order to better organise the
blog, please email your article proposal with the following information:
1. Your name
2. A proposed title for your article
3. A short summary (4-8 sentences) of your proposed article.
Send your proposal submission to jcgs@jgu.edu.in . You will receive
feedback as soon as possible.
Full Article Submission guidelines
Authors of accepted proposals, have to submit their write-up following
the below guidelines:
1. The co-authorship is limited to a maximum of two authors.
2. All submissions must be in Times New Roman, font size 12 and with
1.5 line spacing.
3. Word limit for each submission is between 500 to 1500 words.
4. Long articles should be broken up into several sections with subheadings.
5. We also gladly accept alternative submissions such as photo-essays,
poems, travel writing, and others.
6. The submission should be accompanied with a covering letter
specifying the author’s name, designation, institute, contact number
and e-mail for future reference.
7. All entries should be submitted in Microsoft word document.
8. All entries will be peer-reviewed before publication.
9. The entries must be original, unpublished and an outcome of the
author’s own efforts. Plagiarism is prohibited.
10.The authors by submitting their entry would be deemed to have
divested the copyright to GSSS.
11. Please send appropriate photos along with your text submission, if
possible. These should be high resolution, in jpeg format and
preferably unedited (or at least without special effects). Please do not
send us images for which you do not have the copyright.
How to submit
Entries should be emailed to jcgs@jgu.edu.in with the subject “GSSS
Blog Articles Submission”.
Contact Details
For any queries, contact us at jcgs@jgu.edu.in

